We’re Hiring an 

Anatomic Pathologist (m/f)

in France!

IDEXX has an opportunity for an Anatomic Pathologist to join our French Pathology Team.


As a virtual Anatomic Pathologist with IDEXX, you will work from the comfort of your own home,
providing quality diagnostic services for our clients in a timely manner, as well as follow-up
consultations, as needed. In this role, you will also promote the growth of IDEXX by actively
participating in pathologist meetings and developing and maintaining professional
relationships/contact with clients.


At IDEXX, we understand the importance of continuing to grow and learn in your profession. You will
have the opportunity to maintain and develop your diagnostic skills through regular continuing
education, and will collaborate with your colleagues frequently through consultation and regular
rounds sessions.


What do you need to be successful in this role
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine (DVM), or equivalent degree require
Pathology Board Certified or Eligible - ACVP or ECVP preferre
Fluency in French and Englis
Familiarity with current topics and issues in clinical veterinary medicin
Ability to type and use dictation equipmen
Excellent verbal and communication skill
A service-oriented attitud
Ability to organize and prioritize wor
Computer skills are required


What We Offer:

When you join IDEXX, you will find yourself in a challenging and exciting environment where you are
given the opportunity to be yourself, innovate, and grow. We have so much to offer
From day one, you will get full autonomy in your work and ample support when you need it
You will join a successful team who is proud of the work they do and motivated by their unified
purpose of helping others
You will work with people who are inspiring, open, and the best in their operating space
We believe in you – with a team of over 9,000 all over the globe, there are lots of opportunities for
learning, personal growth, and career expansion
You’ll be part of a double-digit growth company in a quickly growing market and we are leading the
way forward with innovative products, services, and a strong focus on our customers.


Our Mission

We’re proud of the work we do, because our work matters. An innovation leader in every industry we
serve, we follow our Purpose and Guiding Principles to help pet owners worldwide keep their
companion animals healthy and happy, to ensure safe drinking water for billions, and to help farmers
protect livestock and poultry from disease. We have customers in over 175 countries and a global
workforce of over 9,000 talented people.

Apply Today!

URL: https://bit.ly/3uTa9Bj
Job ID Reference: J-020181

